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Abstract 

In situ measurement techniques, applied during the solution processing of novel 

semiconductors such as organic semiconductors or hybrid perovskites, have become 

more and more important to understand their film formation. In that context, it is crucial 

to determine how the optical properties, namely photoluminescence (PL) and absorption, 

evolve during processing. However, until now PL and absorption have mostly been 

investigated independently, significantly reducing the potential insights into film 

formation dynamics. To tackle this issue we present the development of a detection 

system that allows simultaneous measurement of full absorption and PL spectra during 

solution processing of the investigated film. We also present a spin coater system 

attachable to the detection system, where the temperature of the substrate on which the 

film is processed can be changed. We performed test measurements by spin coating the 

well-known conjugated polymer P3HT demonstrating the potential of this technique. By 

considering absorption and corresponding PL, we extract the PL-Quantum Yield (PLQY) 

during processing, which decreases with substrate temperature. Furthermore, we 

identify a significant red shift of the PL just prior to the onset of the aggregation process, 

indicating the importance of chain-planarization prior to solid film formation.  
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Introduction: 

Organic semiconductors and hybrid perovskites have emerged as highly important 

semiconductor materials, used as active layers in next generation optoelectronic devices 

including photovoltaics,1-2 field effect transistors,3-4 lighting and display devices,5-6 and 

photodiodes for UV, visible7-8 and high energy photons (e.g. X-Ray, gamma-ray).9-11 For 

both types of semiconductor, changes in their local microstructure or morphology also 

impact their electronic structure, which significantly impacts the resulting performance 

of optoelectronic devices.12-16 Such changes in structure and morphology naturally occur 

during the film formation from solution.17-18 As electronic structure is highly dependent 

on local microstructure, optical properties also change. In recent years, this has led to the 

aim to track the optical properties of these materials during processing to monitor, better 

understand and finally control and optimize the film formation mechanisms.19-20 This was 

achieved by controlling and systematically changing processing conditions such as 

atmosphere,21 solvent,22-23 or temperature.24 The latter has an especially critical impact 

on film formation, as it not only influences the solvent drying rate, but also can dictate 

the conformational phase of the material prior and during film formation.25  

In previous works, optical in situ detection was usually carried out by measuring 

absorption during processing. From these measurements it was possible to extract basic 

parameters, such as absorption coefficients and vibronic peak ratios, and to analyze how 

they evolve over time.26-27  

However within the last years, several theoretical models and methodologies were 

developed that yield fundamental insights into underlying electronic structure requiring 

concurrent full absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra, ideally probing the same 

chromophore ensemble.28-31 These studies could also provide fundamental insights on 

how changes in the electronic structure of the material correlate with their 

conformational and structural properties, even when they undergo significant changes, 

such as it is typically the case during processing or upon changing the temperature.28-32 
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However, these theoretical models cannot be readily applied to unravelling how 

interdependent processing conditions influence local microstructure and contingent 

optoelectronic properties, due to the difficulty inherent in collecting simultaneous PL and 

absorption spectra of the same region at a sufficently high frequency (> 10 Hz) to track 

the transition from solution to film. Pertinently, although such capability has been 

demonstrated for blade coating (albiet with absorption and PL probing adjacent 

locations),33 this is not the case for the ubiquitous spin-coating film deposition method, 

limiting the scope of investigation into establishling the processing-structure-property 

relations essential in controlling device-relevant optelectonic properites. 

In this work, we present an easy-to-use system for the quasi-simultaneous detection of 

absorption and photoluminescence during solution processing, including spin coating, of 

novel semiconductor materials such as π-conjugated polymers or hybrid perovskites. The 

system is designed to consist of only a few common optomechanical components and 

uses only one CCD-spectrograph for detection, which makes it portable, so it can be easily 

be combined with other in situ measurement techniques. Associated with this detection 

system, we also present a spin coater that allows for the detection of both absorption and 

PL during processing, probing the same region on the sample substrate. Furthermore, it 

is possible to control the substrate temperature during processing between 0°C and 

150 C. With that, valuable insights on aggregate formation during the solution processing 

of the investigated material can be gained, which we demonstrate using the example of 

the polymer P3HT. This will help to tailor the route for processing next generation 

optoelectronic devices more expediently.  
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Experimental Setup:  

Figure 1a shows a schematic representation of the spin coater device and in Figure 1b, an 

exploded view drawing of its 3D model is shown.  

 

Figure 1: a) Schematic representation of the spin coater device. Relevant components 

are labeled by numbers, and described in more detail in the main text. b) Exploded View 

drawing of the spin coater device. c) Photograph of the assembled spin coater. 

 

The main components are a brushless DC motor (1) (Trinamic BLDC4208) which is 

connected with the rotatable chuck via a cogged V-belt. In combination with a motor 

driver (Trinamic TMCM-1640) it is possible to set the rotation speed of up to 2300 rpm 

and control it via serial connection to a computer. To ensure balanced rotation, the chuck 

is mounted on two ball bearings, which are each edged into a robust aluminum structure 

(2). We use a Peltier element (3) to control the temperature of the substrate (4) on which 

the sample solution is deposited. It is located on a heat diffusor (5) in the upper part of 

the chuck. This passive heat exchanging geometry allows setting the substrate 

temperature between 0 – 150 °C and ensures quick thermal equilibration at the substrate. 

To allow heating and also cooling from room temperature, the Peltier’s polarity can be 

a) b) c)detection
system
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changed by a switch that is integrated in the chunk. The Peltier element can draw up to 

60 W electrical power from a rotary transformer (6) after rectification, which is located at 

the lower part of the chuck. This approach reduces maintenances compared to the usage 

of slip rings, as no abrasion or corrosion can occur.  

To allow quasi-simultaneous detection of both absorption and PL during processing, the 

spin coater setup is supplemented with a diode laser (7) above the substrate and a white 

LED (8). The latter is static and placed below the chuck. The type of the white LED can 

easily be changed, while we used a generic cold white LED covering a spectral range from 

415 to about 820 nm (i.e. 1.51 – 2.99 eV) for our test measurements (vide infra). A bore 

along the rotation axis of the chuck with a diameter of 4 mm at the Peltier element allows 

the emitted white light to reach the substrate. Finally, the light transmitted through the 

substrate (and eventually the sample material) enters an optical fiber (9) above the 

sample that leads to the detection system. 

The diode laser is attached to a frame made of common aluminum profiles. The laser’s 

position can be chosen to ensure that the laser beam excites the top of the sample under 

a shallow angle to minimize self-absorption effects. We use a laser system that is based 

on exchangeable TO Can laser diodes, allowing us to choose excitation wavelengths 

between 405 and 820 nm (i.e. 1.51 – 3.07 eV). The emitted light from the sample enters 

the same optical fiber that is also used for the transmitted white light. Figure 1c shows a 

photograph of the entire spin coater device, including the frame with the diode laser.  

The detection system to measure absorption and PL alternately is shown in Figure 2 and 

described below. To ensure a sufficient time resolution for tracking the optical properties 

during processing, we used only one spectrograph with CCD camera, and kept the spectral 

range between consecutive absorption and PL frames unchanged. We used a sufficiently 

large spectral range that includes the wavelength of the exciting laser, the absorption and 

the emission spectrum. This allows to subsequently also calculate the photoluminescence 

quantum yield (PL QY) as a function of film processing time, yet it requires to filter the 
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signal of the laser during the PL measurement to prevent damage of the CCD. For this 

purpose, we used two beam paths depending on whether absorption or PL is measured. 

In our detection system this is implemented by using a mechanical chopper with blades 

that have been coated to act as a mirror. Depending on the orientation of the chopper 

wheel (1), either a beam path for absorption (Figure 2a) or for PL (Figure 2b) is realized. 

For absorption, the transmitted light enters the detection system via the optical fiber (2) 

that is connected to the spin coater. A lens (3) collimates the light, which reaches the 

chopper wheel. The latter consists of two slots and the areas between them have a 

mirrored surface to reflect incident light. During an absorption measurement, the 

chopper wheel’s orientation ensures a complete reflection of the collimated light. A lens 

(4) couples this reflected light into an optical fiber (5) connected to a spectrograph 

equipped with a CCD camera. For PL measurements, analogous to absorption, the emitted 

light from the sample enters the detection system through the optical fiber (2), is 

collimated by the lens (3) and reaches the chopper wheel (1). In contrast to absorption, 

the orientation of the chopper wheel ensures that incident light passes through a slot 

during a PL measurement. It further passes a filter (6) which is suitably selected to block 

the laser light. Using two mirrors (7, 8), the filtered PL is then reflected back through the 

same slot of the chopper wheel, so that it matches the reflected light from the absorption 

measurement in terms of direction and position. This allows using the same lens (4) and 

optical fiber (5) to guide the PL signal to the same spectrograph. Due to its modular 

design, individual components of the detection system can easily be modified or 

exchanged to match particular sample requirements. This can for example concern the 

white light source to provide white light intensity over the relevant spectral range or the 

CCD spectrograph to meet the required sensitivity for detection when investigating 

different material systems with different optical properties.  
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Figure 2: a) Schematic illustration of the main components of the detection system and 

corresponding operation states of the laser and white light during an absorption (a) and 

a PL (b) measurement. The different components are labeled by numbers and described 

in the main text. 

 

A microcontroller (Atmel ATmega328p) ensures smooth interaction between the 

components that change their states depending on whether absorption or PL is 

measured. The microcontroller triggers absorption and PL measurements based on the 

orientation of the chopper wheel. During absorption measurements, the white LED is 

switched on while the laser diode is off, and vice versa for PL measurements. In each case, 

after LED and laser are set, the CCD camera is triggered to capture the corresponding 

spectrum. The maximum framerate for data collection is limited by the acquisition time 

of the CCD camera. It needs to be suitably chosen to ensure sufficient intensities for PL 

and absorption. We use homemade computer software to set acquisition settings of the 

CCD camera, to collect and visualize the data and to perform first analysis. The system 

proves to give excellent stabilities with fluctuations better than 0.3 % rms for the white 

LED intensity and 0.8 % rms for excitation intensity under typical measurement 

conditions.  

Spectro-
meter

White light

Spin coater

White light

Spin coaterSpectro-
meter
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Test Measurements: 

To demonstrate the kind of information that can be obtained with this setup, we 

measured the absorption and emission during the drying process of the π-conjugated 

polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), which is a well-established model system and 

has emerged as the workhorse in the organic semiconductor field over the last years. We 

spin coated P3HT from chlorobenzene solution with a concentration of 10 mg/ml, at a 

speed of 1000 rpm in a glovebox and measured the optical properties in situ, using our 

detection system (excitation intensity of 25 mW/cm2 for PL) and spin coater. Figure 3 

shows color-coded 2D-maps of time resolved absorption and corresponding PL spectra 

together with spectral slices at different times within the first 40 seconds of spin coating 

at room temperature (time resolution between two consecutive detection frames: 

0.07 s). The intensities of the PL spectra are corrected for the changes of absorption at 

the laser excitation energy of 3.06 eV. Significant changes in both absorption and PL occur 

after 8-9 seconds, which are associated with the optical signatures of the well-known 

order-disorder transition, typically occurring upon P3HT film formation.17, 34 This 

transition can also occur in solution upon lowering the quality of the solvent either by 

altering the temperature,25, 35-36 or by systematically changing the ratio of good and bad 

solvents in solvent mixtures.37-38 
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Figure 3: Photoluminescence (left) and absorbance (right) heat maps of P3HT taken at 

different times during spin coating from chlorobenzene solution at room temperature. 

In both cases time is displayed as ordinate and energy is displayed as abscissae. PL 

intensity and optical density are color coded. Horizontal cuts at the top of each heat 

map show spectra at certain times during processing. 

Before the transition, i.e. within the first 8-9 seconds of spin coating, a broad and 

featureless absorption spectrum that is associated to the disordered phase of P3HT is 

observed, which reduces in intensity within the first 2 seconds of spin coating due to 

slinging away of excess solution upon rotation. Corresponding PL spectra within the first 

8-9 seconds of spin coating are structured with a dominant peak at 2.13 eV that is 

attributed to PL from the disordered phase. This peak fully disappears in the course of the 

order-disorder-transition between 8 - 10 seconds. This is accompanied by the appearance 

of a red shifted PL spectrum of the aggregated phase with a non-dominant S1S0 0-0 

peak at about 1.85 eV and by a significant reduction in overall PL intensity (note the 

logarithmic color code used in the 2D map of the PL). Both spectral changes are known 

spectroscopic signatures for the formation of an H-type intermolecular coupling within 

this phase.39 In absorption, a red shifted, better-structured spectrum is the signature for 

the appearance of the aggregated phase. After 10 seconds, no significant spectral changes 

in both PL and absorption are observed from thereon until the end of the spin coating, 

indicating that the phase transition is complete.  

We spin coated P3HT from CB solution also at 3 °C, 43 °C and 65 °C substrate temperature, 

while all other processing parameters were unchanged. We note that for the used 

temperatures the substrate temperature between the stationary state and upon rotation 

changes not more than 4 °C. 2D-maps of PL and absorption at the different processing 

temperatures during the spin coating are shown in Figure 4. The impact of substrate 

temperature on the onset time of the phase transition is obvious, with higher substrate 

temperatures leading to an earlier occurrence of the phase transition due to more rapid 

solvent evaporation.  
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Figure 4: Normalized Photoluminescence (top) and absorption (bottom) heat maps of 

P3HT taken at different times during spin coating from chlorobenzene solution at 3 °C, 

21 °C, 43 °C and 65 °C (from left to right). In each map time is displayed as ordinate and 

energy is displayed as abscissae. PL intensity and optical density are color coded. Time 

dependent fluctuations in the absorption intensity for 43 °C and 65 °C occur from 

inhomogeneous film distribution during spin coating. 

 

This is consistent with a recent work from our group on in situ absorption measurements 

during spin coating of P3HT.24 Furthermore, at higher temperatures, the initial drop in 

absorbance, due to the removal of material during spin coating, occurs more rapidly, 

which can be understood by considering the decreasing viscosity of chlorobenzene with 

temperature.40 

As a first step, we extract parameters to identify and quantify the impact of processing 

temperature on the evolution of the optical properties. For this, we do not need to apply 

sophisticated models to the measured data. Rather, we exploit the fact that the 

absorption spectrum of the aggregated phase does not overlap with the absorption of the 

disordered phase at lower photon energies (≲ 2.3 eV). Therefore, the intensity of the 
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peak at lowest energy i.e. 2.03 eV (associated with the S1S0 0-0 transition of the 

aggregated phase) can be taken to monitor the appearance and, to some extent, the 

amount of aggregated phase within the solution or film.24, 26-27 Figure 5 top panel shows 

the normalized intensities at 2.03 eV for all four processing temperatures. From this we 

find the change of the onset time for the transition shifting from 21.1 s, 8.6 s, 5.3 s to 3.6 s 

for 3 °C, 21 °C, 43 °C to 65 °C respectively. We take the last frame before the steep 

increase of OD intensity at 2.03 eV (indicated as dashed lines in Figure 5) to determine 

the onset times for the film formation at each processing temperature. Furthermore, for 

3 °C and 21 °C we find a small increase of the absorption intensity at 2.03 eV (to about 

10 % of the maximum value) prior to the actual main transition, which indicates the 

formation of aggregates already in the solution drop on the substrate. Such a behavior 

can occur when the processing temperature is in the region of the critical order-disorder 

transition temperature Tc in solution,24 where the longest polymer chains already 

aggregate due to the temperature dependence of Tc.35, 41 

At first sight, the time dependent spectral changes of the PL spectra appear to correspond 

to the absorption spectra, as expected from temperature dependent spectroscopic 

studies in solution.17, 25 However, plotting the energetic position of the S1S0 0-0 PL peak 

of the disordered phase as a function of spin coating time for all four processing 

temperatures (Figure 5 middle panel) reveals unexpected insights. First, the peak position 

at the beginning of spin coating increases with substrate temperature from 2.125 eV at 

3°C to 2.146 eV at 65 °C. In the framework of the so-called oligomer approach, this shift 

is associated to a decrease in effective conjugation length. It is a known behavior for 

conjugated polymers in solution,42 and the slope of this shift is in accordance with a recent 

publication.43 As a function of processing time, the peak positions stay almost constant at 

the beginning, but start to shift to lower energies close before the onset of each phase 

transition. We could clearly determine each onset from the analysis of the absorption 

spectra as described above (indicated with dashed lines in Figure 5).  
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Figure 5: Evolution of relevant parameters during spin coating at different 

temperatures, extracted from the time resolved absorption and PL data. Top panel: 

Optical density at 2.03 eV, which is associated to absorption from aggregated phase. 

Middle panel: The PL peak position in the time range prior to film formation. Bottom 

panel: PLQY, calculated from the evolution of integrated PL intensity, corrected for the 

changes of optical density at 3.05 eV and scaled with absolute PLQY values of the final 

thin films. The onset times are shown as dashed vertical lines. 

 

We find that the amount of red shift of the PL spectrum between the start of spin coating 

and the onset of the phase transition is lower for higher processing temperatures. The 

reason for the red shift could be due to an increase in conjugation length of the disordered 

chains in the course of a chain planarization (pre-aggregation) prior to the main order-

disorder transition. It could also be influenced by a changing polarization environment of 

the polymer chains close before the phase transition, which would also impact on the 

electronic structure and result in a spectral shift.17  
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Additionally, the quasi-simultaneous detection of absorption and PL further allows 

extracting the relative change of absorbed light at the laser excitation wavelength during 

processing, which then can be used to scale the time dependent integrated PL intensity. 

The resulting value represents the relative change of the PLQY. In addition, we 

determined the absolute PLQY values following the approach by de Mello et al.44 We find 

them to be in the range between 3-5 % for all films, which is consistent with typical values 

for P3HT thin films.45 Using the absolute values of the PLQY of each final film also enables 

the absolute change of the PLQY during spin coating to be determined for the different 

processing temperatures (Figure 5 bottom panel).  

We followed this approach and find that the PLQY reduces significantly during film 

formation for all investigated samples. Prior to the formation of aggregates, we find that 

the PLQY values reduce from almost 60 % for 3° C to about 40 % at room temperature 

and about 30 % for both 43 and 65 °C. This temperature dependence of PLQY of the 

disordered phase was also observed for different π-conjugated material systems in the 

past. It results from an increased conjugation length due to a reduction of (thermally 

activated) torsional disorder and an decreased solubility at lower temperatures.25 

Furthermore, the absolute value of about 40 % at room temperature is consistent with 

literature values reported for disordered P3HT in solution.45 The PLQYs at room 

temperature and 3 °C stay relatively constant until film formation sets in, while the PLQYs 

for 43 °C and 65 °C show an additional increase shortly before the phase transition. We 

speculate that an efficient energy transfer from disordered chains to the small fraction of 

already existing aggregated chains might mask this increase in PLQY for the lower 

processing temperatures. However a full investigation of this behavior and the physical 

origin of the spectral red shift prior to aggregation will be focus of an in-depth study in 

the future. 
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Conclusion and Outlook 

In conclusion, we have presented a detection system that is able to measure the 

absorption and the PL of semiconductor materials during their solution processing in an 

alternating shot-by-shot manner, probing the same sample region. Furthermore, we 

presented a newly designed spin coater compatible with the detection system, where the 

substrate temperature can be set or changed even while spinning. Together, this system 

allows correlating the time evolution of absorption and PL spectra during processing at 

different substrate temperatures, allowing for example the extraction of important 

optoelectronic parameters such as PLQY. Using this setup allowed us to identify a 

significant red shift of the PL spectrum of the disordered phase prior to aggregate 

formation in test measurements of the polymer P3HT. This underlines the importance of 

chain planarization before the main aggregation process. We could extract the evolution 

of the PLQY during processing of P3HT for different substrate temperatures in the range 

between 3 °C and 65 °C, where we find increased PLQY values for lower processing 

temperatures in the time range before film formation. These results demonstrate the high 

potential of the setup to gain new fundamental insights into the film formation processes 

of solution processed novel semiconductors, which will help to optimize their film 

formation.  

As an outlook, our approach to simultaneous in situ PL and absorption measurement 

could be easily extended to other thin film processing techniques, particularly those 

relevant for large-area production such as blade coating, slot-dye coating or ink-jet 

printing. Systematically comparing film formation dynamics across processing methods 

will assist in understanding why local microstructure and resulting macroscopic 

optoelectronic properties shows such a pronounced deposition method dependence, an 

especially important goal given that organic or hybrid optoelectronic devices produced 

with scalable methods are typically significantly less efficient than those with a spin-

coated active layer. To extract more information about the electronic structure from the 
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PL and absorption spectra, theoretical models such as multi-mode Franck-Condon-

Analysis could be globally applied. The setup also easily allows investigating the changes 

of optical properties that occur when a semiconductor material undergoes a 

crystallization process upon cooling from the melt or vice versa. Furthermore, as the 

presented spin coater provides electrical power even during rotation, extensions 

regarding additional sensing on the chuck could be realized easily and electrical fields 

could be provided during processing, where the positive impact of the latter on film 

formation has been proven recently.46-48 The aim to combine different in situ 

measurement techniques during the processing has gained momentum within the last 

few years,49-50 especially involving in situ scattering techniques such as GIWAXS or 

GISAXS.51-54 As the latter can yield detailed information about structure formation on the 

micro- and the mesoscale, a combination of these techniques with the detection system 

presented here would yield the possibility to directly correlate conformational changes 

with changes in the optical properties of the investigated material and is a promising 

future direction for in situ real time investigations during processing. 
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